Oregon Heritage Fellowships

Oregon Heritage Fellowships are available annually through a competitive process to Oregon students who are researching a topic related to history, geography, archaeology, cultural heritage, historic preservation, or other related topic.

Previous Fellows & Paper Titles:

Katie Archambault, Linfield College, "Rural Electrification in Oregon: 1930-1955."

Augustine Beard, University of Oregon, "The Network of Resistance: Northern Paiute Opposition to Imprisonment at Yakama Reservation, 1878-1884."

Heidi Beierle, University of Oregon, "Pedaling Oregon's Historic Roadways: Bicycle Tourism as a Rural Economic Development Vehicle."

Rodney Bohner, University of Oregon, "Oregon Heritage Fish Hatcheries Historic Resources Study."

Heather Burmeister, Portland State University, "Tuning In, Dropping Out: Documenting Lesbian Land Communities in the Pacific Northwest."

Marc Carpenter, University of Oregon, "Reconsidering the ‘Pioneer Statue’ 100 Years Later."

Tia Cody, Portland State University, "LiDAR Predictive Modeling of Kalapuya Mound Sites in the Calapooia Watershed, Oregon."

Laura Cray, Oregon State University, "High Desert Dreams: Arid Land Management Policy and Visions of a Western Landscape."

Diana Dickman, University of Oregon, "Living With Exclusion: Chinese Merchants in Baker City Oregon, 1899-1915"

Justin Eichelberger, Oregon State University, "19th Century US Army Subsistence Strategies on the Western Frontier: A Study of the Subsistence Department at Fort Yamhill, 1856-1866."

Eliot Fackler, University of Oregon, "Protesting the Industrial Freeway: Neighborhood Activism and Urban Planning in the Interstate 505 Freeway Revolt."

Kerrie Franey, University of Oregon, "America’s Adventure in Hospitality: Portland, Oregon and War Code Housing."

Megan Geigner, Reed College, "The Oregon Chautauqua Circuit: Building the Foundation of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival."
David Paul Hedburg, Portland State University, "As Long as the Mountain Stands and the Great River Flows to the Sea" Wilson Charley and Indigenous Environmental Activism on the Postwar Mid-Columbia River.

Charlotte Helmer, University of Oregon, "Wild Notions: Preserve and Protect Historic Resources in Oregon Wilderness."

Cayla Hill, Oregon State University, The Expansion of Catholicism: An archaeological Exploration of St. Josephs College, the First Catholic Boarding School for Boys within the Oregon Territory.


JD L. Lancaster, Oregon State University, "Square Base Bifaces at Obsidian Wash and Big Medicine Spring, Silvies Valley, Oregon."

Patrick Lozar, University of Oregon, "‘An Anxious Desire of Self-preservation:’ Colonialism, Transition, and Identity on the Umatilla Reservation, 1860-1910."

Gennie Nguyen, University of Oregon, "Revisiting Vanport and Albina’s Multicultural History."

Melissa Ruhl, University of Oregon, "'Forward You Must Go': American Indian Youth, Education and Cultural Heritage in the 1960s at Chemawa."

Isaiah Silvers, Reed College, “From Dispensary to Hospital: Charitable Medicine in Oregon, 1900-1929.”

Tina Schweikert, Oregon State University, "Oregon's Waldo Hills: The Historic Transformation of a Sublime Landscape."

Gareth Stacke, Lewis and Clark College, "'A Price to Brotherhood: Race, Conflict and Community Control in Portland's Office of Economy Opportunity."

Donald Stevens, University of Oregon, "Medical Decision-making Under Early Oregon Workers' Compensation Law."


Regan Watjus, University of Oregon, “Contours of Race: The Chinese in Astoria, Oregon.”

Wendy Ann Wright, Portland State University, "Archaeological Resource Preservation: Developing a Model for the City of Portland."

For a copy of the paper, please contact Oregon Heritage.